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INTERPRETING GEOLOGIC MAPS FOR ENGINEERING PURPOSES
By

Members of the Engineering Geology and Ground Water Branches
United States Geological Survey

INTRODUCTION
This set of maps has been prepared to show the kinds of 

information, useful to engineers, that can be derived from 
ordinary geologic maps. A few additional bits of information, 
drawn from other sources, are mentioned below. Some of the 
uses of such maps are well known; they are indispensable tools 
in the modern search for oil or ore deposits; they are the first 
essential step in unraveling the story of the earth we live on. 
Less well known, perhaps, is the fact that topographic and 
geologic maps contain many of the basic data needed for 
planning any engineering construction job, big or little. Any 
structure built by man must fit into the topographic and geo 
logic environment shown on such maps. Moreover, most if not 
all construction jobs must be based on knowledge of the soils 
and waters, which also are intimately related to this same 
environment. The topographic map shows the shape of the 
land the hills and valleys, the streams and swamps, the man- 
made features such as roads, railroads, and towns. The geo 
logic map shows the kinds and shapes of the rock bodies that 
form the land surface and that lie beneath it. These are'the 
facts around which the engineer must build.

To be sure, orthodox geologic maps, prepared primarily for 
scientific purposes, do not show, as such, all "the facts that are 
needed for engineering plans. Still, the facts that are on the 
maps or in the descriptive texts that accompany them are 
quite useful for preliminary studies, if properly interpreted. 
How these facts can be interpreted is demonstrated by the 
maps in this set. They are published in the hope that they will 
aid in an appreciation of the value of geologic maps and that 
they may be useful in teaching the practical applications 
of geology.

The set has two parts basic data and interpretations. The 
basic data consist of a standard topographic map and a 
general-purpose geologic map of the Hollidaysburg 15-minute 
quadrangle in south-central Pennsylvania. The geologic map of 
the Hollidaysburg quadrangle is a redraft from the Hollidays- 
burg-Huntingdon folio; 1 the folio itself contains complete 
descriptions of the rocks shown on the map and of their re 
lations to each other. These descriptions supplement the map 
and are considered part of the basic data. They must be con 
sulted by those who wish a more complete understanding 
of the area.

The Hollidaysburg quadrangle was chosen for interpretation 
only because the folio was recently published, hence easily 
available by purchase. It can also be borrowed from or con 
sulted in most public and university libraries. Too, the area 
contains a wide variety of rocks and geologic structures. Any 
other good geologic map, of any part of the country and show 
ing any kind of geology, simple or complex, would have served 
the purpose equally well. All parts of the earth's surface are 
made up of geologic materials, and each of these has special 
characteristics that present problems to engineers.

The interpretations consist of four maps. On three of these 
the units shown on the basic map have been grouped according 
to certain of their physical properties. Thus, they summarize 
the essential information with regard to construction materials, 
foundation and excavation conditions, and water supply. A 
fourth sheet, titled "Site Selection," poses three hypothetical 
problems of the kinds that are met by engineers and shows the 
kind of answers that can be obtained from a geologic map.

Method. The interpretive maps were first drawn up in the

i Butts, Charles, Geologic Atlas of U. S., Folio 227, Hollidaysburg- 
Huntingdon, Pa., 1945. Available by purchase from the U. S. Geological 
Survey, Washington 25, D. C. Price $2.00.

office by a group of geologists who studied the geologic map, 
cross sections, and the descriptive text that accompanies them 
in the folio. They came to conclusions as to the engineering 
properties of the rock units and drew a series of simplified 
maps on which the formations are grouped according to 
these properties.

The interpretations were then field-checked and the maps 
and descriptions were revised to their present form. Only two 
additions of data that could not have been obtained from the 
basic data were made as a result of the field check. These were 
the scenic view points, described below and shown on the 
topographic map, and the observed slope angles of artificial 
cuts, shown on the foundation and excavation sheet. No 
attempt was made to bring the topographic base map up to 
date; many stone quarries have been opened since this map was 
drawn, but, aside from a few small airfields and one or two 
railroad spur lines, there have been surprisingly few changes, 
except in quality, in the roads and other man-made features. 
Likewise, no attempt was made to revise the basic geologic 
map. Indeed, this map is so excellent that any attempt at re 
vision would quickly reach the point of diminishing returns.

The objective of the field check, then, was simply to check, 
on the spot, the validity of the interpretations. Some changes 
and corrections were necessary; virtually all of them were due 
to the single fact that the original descriptions were not as 
exact and definitive as was desirable. For example, the inter 
preters were often led astray because several formations had 
been described as shale, whereas one "shale" might be thin- 
layered and slippery when wet and another "shale" might 
consist of thick, massive layers and contain so much sand or 
limy matter as to form an excellent road bed even in wet 
weather.

A different method would have been used, of course, had the 
geologist started from the beginning to prepare engineering 
geologic maps of the Hollidaysburg quadrangle rather than to 
interpret an existing map. In this case, his first objective 
would have been exactly the same to prepare as' complete 
and detailed a map of the geologic relations as was permitted 
by the scale of his base map. In addition, however, he would 
have paid at least as much attention to the physical properties 
of the rocks as to their geologic ages and he would have sub 
divided the rocks accordingly on his map. He would also have 
mapped the unconsolidated materials in as much detail as the 
hard rocks, and would have based his conclusions as to physical 
properties on the results of laboratory tests and on experience 
records supplied by engineering organizations.

Conclusions as to water-supply problems should be made by 
specialists in hydrology and in the geology of underground 
water. They would base their conclusions on general-purpose 
geologic maps (made by themselves or by others), on specially 
directed field studies, and on stream-flow, climatological, and 
other records. The water-supply sheet in this report shows the 
extent to which information can be drawn from the basic geo 
logic map. Such information is valuable as a preliminary to the 
more detailed investigation needed for any important water- 
supply development. It may be sufficient for smaller develop 
ments such as for rural domestic use.

Viewpoints. The only important additions made to the basic 
topographic map consist of symbols showing the location of 
scenic viewpoints. It can easily be argued that beauty is so 
subjective that few people would agree with the choice of 
scenic views. To this argument it can only be said that the 
topographer or geologist, trained in observation and in the 
appreciation of land forms, is at least as likely as the next 
visitor to notice and appreciate scenes of genuine beauty.

It can also be argued that such aesthetics have no place in 
an attempt to show the practical usefulness of geologic and 
topographic maps. This argument is not entirely valid. Land 
scape architects are a permanent part of the most modern 
highway departments. Modern highway planners pay as much 
attention to scenic attractions as they do to the technical 
factors of road construction. It follows that the maps used for 
planning should show these features, not only along existing 
highways but along the back roads and trails. These may one 
day be converted to highways or they may be sought out by 
visitors simply because they have not been so converted. The 
geologist or topographer, who must penetrate all the nooks and 
crannies of his area in the course of his work, will probably see 
more of the attractive views than any other single observer. 
To show them on his map calls for little or no additional 
effort or expense.

Slopes for cuts. The map showing foundation and excava 
tion conditions contains a series of profiles of slopes observed to 
be stable in artificial cuts in rocks of the different map units. 
They are based on observations of road and railroad cuts, and 
of cellar excavations and the like, throughout the Hollidays 
burg region. Of particular interest to the engineer is recognition 
of the fact that the stability of a given slope depends in large 
part on whether the rock layers dip toward his cut or away 
from it. This is due, of course, to the usual presence of seepage 
water along bedding planes, which tends to cause slippage of 
the rocks if the water-lubricated surfaces dip into the cut face. 
Observations of slopes in cuts are not commonly recorded by 
geologists; because they are of very great importance to con 
struction and maintenance engineers, and because the obser 
vations require so little extra effort, it is believed that they 
might well be included in the routine of geologic field mapping.

SUGGESTED PROBLEMS
An almost infinite number of problems can be answered, in 

general or in detail, by intelligent use of general-purpose geo 
logic and topographic maps. The following examples indicate 
a partial range and are presented for possible classroom use. 
The specifications can be altered at will; for somewhat ad 
vanced students it would probably be well to assign problems 
in the adjacent Huntingdon quadrangle, described in the same 
folio as the Hollidaysburg, or in other areas for which adequate 
maps are available. In any event, it should be impressed on the 
students that their "solutions" cannot and must not be con 
sidered as final or accurate without field examination. Small- 
scale, general-purpose maps are adequate in themselves for 
general planning purposes; for any other purposes they can 
serve only to pinpoint the problem to show where and what 
kind of detailed geologic studies are needed.

1. Find a site for a cemetery, 1 square mile in size, within 3 
miles of Hollidaysburg. The site should be rolling, scenically 
attractive, and near to good roads but not crossed by major 
highways; subsurface material must be well-drained and easily 
excavated to depths of 6 feet or more.

2. Block out all areas where underground caverns are likely 
to be found.

3. Block out easily accessible areas where usable deposits of 
unconsolidated or very friable mortar sand should be found.

4. Locate a site for a ganister quarry to contain at least 
500,000 cubic yards of material. Site must be within 2 miles of 
an existing railroad; beds must dip essentially parallel to hill 
slope. Lay out tentative access road or aerial tram. Justify 
your choice of site over other possible sites.

5. Lay out an airport within 5 miles of Martinsburg, pro

viding for two 6,000-foot runways. Relief within runway area 
must not exceed 15 feet; nearest hill more than 75 feet high 
must not be closer than 1.5 miles. Describe excavation and 
drainage conditions and find adequate source of fill material.

6. Prepare and illustrate with maps and sections a geologic 
report on the feasibility of a proposed dam, 100 feet high, 
across Frankstown Branch just below mouth of South Poplar 
Run (near Claysburg). Include considerations of the founda 
tions, the watertightness of the reservoir and spillway, and 
available construction materials for earth-fill or concrete dam. 
Outline necessary geologic studies and exploration needed for 
decisions as to whether concrete or earth-fill dam is preferable.

7. Prepare geologic section along a proposed highway tun 
nel; at 1^350-foot altitude, connecting East Sharpsburg with 
head of Oldtown Run Valley. Describe excavation and support 
problems to be encountered.

8. Lay out highway from Hollidaysburg up Oldtown Run to 
portal of tunnel proposed in problem 7. Describe and illustrate 
construction, maintenance, and bridging problems to be en 
countered and tell what further geologic data are needed.

9. Find a site for an underground factory, 100,000 square 
feet in area, near existing transportation and water supply. 
Minimum thickness of solid rock above factory must be 150 
feet except within 200 feet of entrance. Rock should be easy to 
excavate by usual underground mining methods but should 
stand without artificial support. Heavy flow of underground 
water must be avoided.

10. Locate a water well within 2 miles of Altoona, estimate 
depth to water, and state whether or not it should flow under 
artesian pressure.

GALL THE SPECIALIST!
A good geologic map is packed with facts that can be applied 

to the solution of practical, everyday problems. Because he 
best understands the involved geologic history that has gone 
into making a part of the earth's surface as we see it today, the 
geologist can usually interpret the map better than a layman 
and can tell which of the facts shown will help solve a particular 
problem. Four main sources of help in interpreting geologic 
maps are available to everyone: the U.S. Geological Survey, 
the State Geological Survey, universities within the State, and 
private consultants. Help in interpreting the geologic map of 
the Hollidaysburg quadrangle, or of nearby areas, should be 
obtainable on application from one or more of the following:

1. State Geologist, Topographic and Geologic Survey, De 
partment of Internal Affairs, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

2. Head, Department of Geology, Pennsylvania State Col 
lege, State College, Pennsylvania.

3. Director, U. S. Geological Survey, Washington 25, D. C.
4. Consulting geologists, as listed in city directories.
Nothing in this set of maps is meant to imply that all of an 

engineer's geologic problems can be solved by interpretation 
of the usual small-scale geologic map, covering a large area, 
such as that presented here. Highly detailed geologic studies 
are nearly always needed at the site itself, both before and 
during construction. This is recognized by the larger Federal 
and other engineering organizations, and nearly all of them 
have geologists on their staffs to supply the needed informa 
tion. The small-scale, large-area map does, however, answer 
many if not most of the questions that arise during the early 
planning stages of any construction program. Moreover, it 
contains many of the facts that the site geologist finds essential 
as background for his more detailed observations.

CONTENTS
Basic Data

Topographic map 
General-purpose geologic map 

Interpretation
Foundation and excavation conditions 
Construction materials 
Water supply, surface and underground 
Site selection for engineering works
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EXPLANATION 

FOUNDATION AND EXCAVATION 
CONDITIONS 

Material to be used in place, as for road beds or building 
foundations. 

Profiles show slopes observed to be stable in artificial cuts. 

1:2 1~:2 

-'8' ~ 
Excellent foundations, difficult excavation 

Sandstone and quartzite 
Orv in the top 50 feet, 00, SI, Ch, erne in the lower half, Cpv* 

Requires blastinJl and power rools for removal. Strong, durable, 
well-drained Jouttdaticms. Cut SlOP88 at angles shown above 0b
served to be stable. S;!epage to be expecud along bedding planes,' 
mall cause minor srides and 8loughing unless diverted. Fresh 
TOckforms very rough, rocky surface for unimproved roads, but 
only need fQT ba8e course is to provide smoothness. Sandy soil 
cover generally less than f feet thick but outcrop areas (as well 
as considerable areas dO'WnBlope from tkel$e OUtcrop8) tkickly 
covered with coarse rubble and talus. 

1:3 1~:2 

\bY 
Excellent foundations and difficult excavation 

except in weathered zone. 
Limestone and dolomite 

{;ph, {;w, £5, £g, {;O. Om, Ola, On, Oa, Ob, Oe, 01, Or, Qt, Stw, Dhb. Os, Cl 

Requires blasting and power tools for removal. Fresh rock forms 
exceUent, durable foundations, weU drained. Seepage along 
joints and bedding putnes will cause slipping ofbloeksunl6s8 all 
loose one8 are removed during cO'1l.8truction. &lutwn camties 
are to be expected anywhere but cannot be predicted without driU~ 
ing or cleaning of foundations. Forms very 1'OU{Jh, rocky 3Ur· 
faces for unimproved roads where unweathered, but only need 
for base oourse is to provide Sffl{)othne38. 

Weathers to clayey soil in nwst places (except Cg, which lIieldB 
sand). Weathered zone vet1l irregular, ranging from 1 to 30 
feet or more in depth. Depth of weatJwring cannot be foretold 
from map, but fresh 'YOck is U8'Uall'l/ close to surface on ridges. 
with deeper soil.s in (OW6T', more level areas. 

Cuts in fresh rock at angles shown are sUtble, but when rocks dip 
into the cut, slope depends partly on dip because joint block8 tend 
to slip out. Cuts in clayey soil overburden must be 1:1 (45-) or 
flatter. 

1:2 1~:2 

~~~~ 
Moderately durable foundations, moderately 

difficult excavation. 
Mixed shale and sandstone, 

some limestone 
-Cwb, OJ, Sc, Smk, Sb. Deh, Dha. Cpo, Ca 

Hardness is variable but rock., generaUll difficult to excavate; 1'6-
quire drilling and blasting and use of power equipment. Soil 
overburden varies i1l. character but usuaUy t1tin. Partly weatl? 
ered rocks can be excavated by kand tools. Good foundations 
where layers are horizontal 01' are StLpported laterally; may 
~lump or landslide if inclined layers are undercut. Drainage 
fair to excellent. If sand8tone and shale are in distinct smooth. 
layers and dip toward a ~ut. slopes should be les8 than 1:1 (30"
f,(r) to prevent slipping due to seepage. 

Weak, poor foundations, easily excavated. 
Shale 

Orv in the lower part, Swc, Do. Dm, Dh, Obk, Dhr, Db, Crne in the upper half 

Weak material throughoUt; very poorly drained except in upper-
1MBt weathered zone. Partly weai.h6T'ed and disintegrated to 
deptJus of 5 to 40 feet. Clay soil very thin to absent. Easily ex.
cavated with hand tools, even 'When entirely unweathered. Roads 
Tequire permeable base course to provide drainage and eliminate 
frost heave. Where [(1,'l/e1'8 dip into a cut, su>pes must be as low 
as the dip angle for real stability. Best known ezample of this 
treatment is on back road between Sffl{)ky Run and Beaverdam 
Creek at Blair County line. southwest corner of quadrangle. 

1~:1 1~: 1 

Poor foundations, easily excavated 
Floodplain alluvium 

Q,I 

Irregular lallen and lenses of gravel, cobbles, sand, and silt; nat
tural bank surfaces generally give exaggerated impression as to 
quantity of cobbles. &ceUent drainage where above water table 
but low topog1'apk~ poBition makes materials subject to floods. 
Irregular distribution of materials and lack of compaction make! 
it a poor foundati4n; surfaced roads Tequire excessiw mainte
nance because of differential aeUling; heavy base course, welWaid 
and compacted, would obviate this diffi.cult1l. 

1~:1 2:1 

Poor foundations easily excavated where weathered 
Loosely cemented sandstone 

0, 

Sand OO'IJer is 1«atheri.ng residue . Ui'i:weatJuwed rock is generallll 
Jriabte and easily C1"1l-8ked. May require power Movel for re
moval but some can be worked by hand.. Weak /oundatWns but 
good drainage in most places. ----_ .. -

Fault 
Madar dislocation of rocks. Some faults may be tipkt and 'Unn~ 

ticeable except for sudden change in character of rock from, one 
side w the other. Othen may be marked by wide zone of crushed 
rock; u1L8tLita.ble fot" foundatwns. 

*LIrTTER SYMBOLS REFER TO FORMATIONS SHOWN ON 
GENERAL-PURPOSE GEOLOGIC MAP. 
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EXPLANATION 
Material to be excavated and moved to construction job; to 

be used with or without treatment. 

Quartzite (ganister) 
St'· 

Very hard, tough, durable ji:n£-grain.ed quartzite, knoum to t1"Q.de 
as ganiRter. Quarried extensively f&r fl1.all.'uJa.cture of Tefra.c~ 
tory silica brick. Used locally to mi~or extent a.s rough building 
stone, jot" walls, and when crltShed, as road metal; would /onn 
exceUent riprop O'r baUaBt but too difficu.U and ezpensiw f.Q work 
for any of these uses. Requires blasting and power equipment 
(()'r removal. 

Sandstone 
Orv in the top 50 feet, 00, Dr. Cb, erne in the lower half, Cpv 

Medium-hard. durable sandstone, mOIstly in massive beds m.ore than 
afoot thick. Contains la1lers of shale in plrules. Used loeaUtI 
as building stone. Quarried and crwJhed rock makes fairly du
rable jiU, baBe cQUrse, or baUaBt. Gould be used for riprop. 
Requires blasting-and power equipnum.tfor removal. 

Sand 
Cg, Or, weatnered portions 

By far the beat sources of sand for mortar, fine aggregate, molding, 
and glass manufacture. Sand is residue from we~thering of 
limy 3andstone, fine c.onglomerate! and 8a~1I dolomite. Pa~y 
weathered material soft and ea.s1lll quarn.ed and crushed,' t.11. 
many pta.c.es completely weathered to lo03e sand to depths of ro 
to 40 feet. Onl1l other sources of sand-size material are unit D 
and cru8hed limeston6s/7'om 'Units E and F(see belcw). 

Gravel, cobbles, sand, and silt 
Q,' 

Ftood-plain deposits, contriating of irregular lay6n and lens:es of 
gravel and cobbles from harder rocks of 8'Urrounding kills; mixed 
with muck, Bilt, and loam. with a few amallle1t86S of clean sand. 
Used locally a.s source of cobbl6s and coaTBe aggr6{Jate; very poor 
source of grawl or 8and because of spotty siu distribution, 
variation in durability of di,fferlmt pebblea and cobbles, and "'igh 
water tabu. Easilll dug with hand tools. Nearly all concrete 
aggregate and road 1Mtal used in this area consist of C1"'UShed 
lime8tcme and dolomite (~e units E and F below). 

Pure limestone and dolomite 
Co , Oa, Ob, Oc, 0 1. Stw, Onb 

Hard, durable limestone and dolomite in beds of varying thickne88. 
&cel~nt Bource of fine and coarse a(J(fregate, "prop, ballast. 
road metal, filler. and base COUTse. Al80 quarried extensively 
in many pla.ce3 for blast-furnace flu%. 1M agricultural aM mor
tar lime.; and for use in gl.ass attd paper industries. Pam of 
sewral]ortnatiom would be exceUentforporUand cement making 
(see chemical anal1lses in HoUidaysburg-Huntingdmfolio). A 
few cherty bed8 included in tkis unit should be avoided for cer
tain concrete aggregate uses (see unit F below). Requires blast
ing and 1tea1J1l equipment for quarrying and crushing. 

Cherty limestone and dolomite 
Cpn, £w, £5, Cg, Om, Ola, On, Or, Qt. Os, CI 

Hard, durable limestone and dolomite for most part but contains: 
ch.ert nodules, finely disl:ributed Bilica, or layers of quartzite 
Equal to unit E above for 'USe as riprop, ballast, baBe course, 
filL. and rough building stone. Too impure for most chemical 
U8es. Should not be used a8 concrete aggregate without thorough 
laboratory tests. Chert and siliceo'll-8 matter react with. certain 
high,-alkali cenumts, weakening the resultant concrete and caus
ing it to deteriorate. 

Mixed shale and sandstone 
Cwb, OJ, Sc, Smk, Sb, Och, Oha, cpo, Crnc in tne top naif, Ca 

Moderatdy hard and durable mixture of shale and san.dst<m.e; 
m08tly "Ted beds," in wh.ic.k akalll material is massive and lacks 
usual platy ~aracter. A few of thicke'l' sandstone beds make 
attractive building stone fur limited local uae. Moderately good 
to excellent riprap and ballast. Nearlll aU materia.l forms ex· 
cellent, well drained jiU and base course and reasonably good, 
7I.onslippeT'JI aur/acing material. Locally soft enough f07' htJ_ 
tool8, but most requir4!8 power equipment and Bome blasting. 

Shale 
Orv, except in tne top 50 feet. Swc, Do,' Dm, On, Dbk, Onr. Db 

Thinly layered shale of varying hardne88 .with very little Bandy 
material either as grains in the skale or a.s separate beds of sand. 
stone. PLastic or slippery when toet, especially in weathered 
porti01t.8; make8 weak. poorly drained fill and very poor surfac
ing maurial unless mixed with sandur and tougher material 
from other units. Many shales included here are excellent ma
terial for common brick; some of the m.ore carbonac.eaus m.ay be 
we/utfor lightweight ag(J'regate (see beloW). 

DEPOSITS NOT SHOWN ON MAP 

Lightweight aggregate 
7Wo of the Bhale formatitm.s included in unit H, above, d68erve in,. 

vestigation as possible sou.,-ces of lightweight aggregate for cin
der bloek8 and oth.er use8 for light, strong concrete. Th.eS6 are 
the MarceUtuJ shale. Dm, and the Burket black skale member, 
Dbk, of the Harrel! ,hale, both 8Mwn on the general-purpo8e geo
logic m.ap and described in the folio tezt. Both are black, 'Very 
thinl1llaminated, and relatively hard; they are the kind of shale 
th.at frequently yielda high-grade light.weight aggregate when 
properL1I Mat-treated. 

Fire and pottery clay 
The GatB8iJurg formation, Cg, i11Ctuded with un.its C and F on this 

map. but 8hQW71. separately on the generat-pu:rp08e map, contains 
afew sizable deposits 0/ hwh-grade clay used fO'r fire brick, con,. 
verter linings, and potterJj. Deposits are near sur/ace and oos
illl dug by hand.; they fill sinks and basins in weathered dolomite. 
Two have been worked. One is at Minea, the otMr Mar Ore 
HilL; similar deposits doubtlcss occur elsewhere witkin the Gate8-
burg belt of outcrop. 

"LETTER SYMBOLS REFER TO FORMATIONS SHOWHON 
GENERAL-PU/iPOSE GEOLOGIC MAP. 

CONSTRUCTION 
MATERIALS 
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INTRODUCTION 
A knowledge of the geology is an essential element in under

standing the water supply of an area.. but it is only ODe of 
the hydrologist's tools. Other important items in hydrolo
gy. such as eiimatology, infiltration, and characteristics of 
flow in streams or in rock formations, caDnot be deduced 
from geologic or topographic maps but must be determined 
by other means. Wherever the water requirements exceed 
the limited needs of small domestic users, such hydrologic 
information is prerequisite to a detennination of the ade· 
quacyand sustained yield of the water supply. For the pur
pose of this folio the interpretations given below. then. are 
those based only' on geologic and topographic maps. 

EXPLANATION 

Excellent water-producers 
Limestone, dolomite • £ph, £w, Cs, Co, Cg, Om, Ola, On, Oa, Ob, Dc, 0 1, Or, Qt, Stw, Ohb, Os 

Yuld to wells that strik£ solution channels. Water moderately 
hard to very hard. Thue rocks underlie broad valleys except in 
north-central part of area.. where they f&r't'lt steep ridges. Un· 
deT(JTOUttd drainage is chara.cteristic of these area8, and only 
tAe lowest 'lJalleYB contain pe-ret1.nia.l streams. 

Excellent water-producers 
Sandstone 

(:wb, Dr, Cb, CI, Crne, CPlr' 

Supply many d01TW!stic weUs and yield large BUPf'lie8 to a few in· 
dUBtrial wellB; Iteverollarge sprittgs. Water quality good; soft 
and iron.Jree. Rocks lo08ely. cemented and fairly permeable; 
fQ1'1n low ridge8 in most places. 

Good small producers 
Shale with some sandstone and limestone 

Sc 

Shale has low permeability but yields small supplies to matty do-
mestic wells. &ndstoM peT'I'tUable and abundantly water~ear
ing. Water qua.l.ity good. RockB fQf'm moderate to steep BlQpe8. 
&>me perenn ial streams rise in the outcrop areas of these rela-
ti1.!ely imperm.eabU rocka. 

Fair producers 
Shale with some impure limestone 

Smk, Sb, Swc 

Shale TeLativel1l impermeable but yields smallsuppiies to dome8tic 
wells. Welts ending in li1Mstonema1l yield moderately laTge 
supplies. Water 'Very han! . Rocks form sleep to gent~ slopes. 

Poor producers 
Alternations of shale, sandstone, conglomerate, 

clay, limestone, and coal 
Orv, Do, Om, Dh, Dbk, Ohr, Db, Dch, OS)(, Oha, Cpo, Ca 

Mainly ruther pooT water--beare'r8. Yield 8'mO.ll fl'Upplies for do
mestic use; some sandston..e beds may be moderate producers. 
Quality of water generally good, soft to m£dium hard; but some, 
especially in coal beds, contains much iron. Rocks form hills 
and slopes which are drained by numeroua perennial streams. 
The stream pattern indicates a higher proportion of surface run· 
off than from other aTeas in the quadrangle, whick is to be ex
pected because of the generally low permeability of tM rocks. 

Poor producers 
Hard sandstone and quartzite 

DO, OJ, St 

Yield Bmallsupplws to a few domestic wells and hillside springs. 
Quality of water good. Rocks form mountains and Bteep ridges. 
Perennial BtTeams rising along the lower fl,anka of these ridges 
suggest that there is some infiltratwn of precipitation at higher 
levels , m01.!ement of ground water down tJr,e slope, and ducharge 
where water is forced. to the sur/ace by less permeable roeks, 
notably th08e in unit E. 

~ 
Capabilities unknown 

Alluvial sand, gravel, silt, and clay 
Q.I 

The alluvium along the Juniata River. Franblto-wn Branch. and 
Beaverdam Branch, and po88ibl.y some other tributaries may be 
thick enough and permeable enough to yield large supplies to 
wells. with replenishment by in.filtration fTOm the perennial 
stream. However', the thickness and permeability of aUuvium 
arc not known for any point in the area, and would need to be 
determined by test drilli tt{/. 

Recharge areas 
Mu..ch of the water failing on these areas soaks in.to opening8 in the 

underl:yit1.{/ rocks, thus recharging the ground-water supplies and 
storing water for recovery by wells or for spring discharge or 
seepage to principal streams. 

*LETTER SYMBOLS REFER TO FORMATIONS SHOWN ON 
GENERAL-PURPOS£ GEOLOGIC MAP. 

WATER SUPPLY 
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SITE SELECTION FOR ENGINEERING WORKS 

The general-purpose geologic map can be used in site selec
tion and preliminary planning of engineering structures. 
Several hypothetical :problems are given below. The answers 
are based entirely on mterpretation of the all-purpose geologic 
map. Much more detailed geologic study, based on field 
work, is. of course, necessary before final plans and designs 
are made. 

PROBLEM I 
Problem: Report on conditions to be expected in constructing 
large railroad tunnel 7,400 feet long, connecting points A and 
B, on Pennsylvania Railroad main line just south of Horseshoe 
Curve. 
Solution: At portal A, tunnel will enter massive gray sand
stone. It will continue in this rock 3,650 feet, where soft 
varicolored sha.le, nearly flat bedded, will be met. Remaining 
3,750 feet of tunnel will be in this shale. Rocks at both por
tals are badly weathered to depth of 50 feet. 
Recommewi.atioruJ: 

L Heavy lining required for first 50 feet at both portals. 
2. Both portals should be protected against landslides and 

rock falls. 
3. Sandstone in first 3,650 feet will be easy to drill and 

blast; will require no support except at portal. Adequate 
drainage should be provided, as sandstone is porous and will 
probably yield much water. 

4. Shale in at least 3,750 feet of tunnel will be easily exca
vated. Cave-ins are likely to occur; continuous support of 
walls and roof is essential during construction. Most of shale 
portion will require permanent lining. 

PROBLEM n 
Problem: Compare feasibility of alternate sites C and D for 
power dams on Juniata River. (Assume sites to be equally 
desirable from engineering standpoint.) 

Solution: Rocks at both sites are similar- alternating shale, 
sandstone, and limestone beds that are steeply inclined to 
west. At site C. geologic map shows that rocks are displaced 
by a fault that passes through proposed dam. Large springs 
exist along this fault on upstream side of site C. The fault 
denotes 9. zone of weakness and of crushed rock that is unde
sirable beneath a dam. Moreover, when reservoir is filled, 
water n ow coming from springs may be forced down along 
fault and issue as new springs beneath dam structure or far
ther downstream. 
Recommendations: 

1. Choose site D and abandon site C. 
2. Plan impermeable cut-o/f wall to bedrock across entire 

valley floor. This probably need not be more that 35 feet 
deep, as river alluvium is nowhere more than 25 feet deep, 
and rocks beneath alluvium are unweathered. 

3. Landslides are to be expected on east abutment as rocks 
dip steeply toward valley floor. 

4. Drill a number of holes in valley floor along dam axis to 
determine whether limestone beds beneath dam contain solu
tion caverns. If caverns are found, extensive grouting wi1l 
be necessary. 

5. Plan to line spillway with riprap or concrete; it is in soft 
shale that will erode rapidly if unprotected. 

PROBLEM III 
Problem: Evaluate feasibility of a road connecting Hollidays
burg (N) with Martinsburg (S) through Dry Gap. 
Soluticn: 

interpretaticnfrom topographic map: 
Approaches to the divide at Dry Gap will require four 

short-radius (hairpin) curves to attain a 6-percent grade. 
Curves throughout the rest of the alignment will have wide 
radii and the grade can feasibly follow land surfaces. 

interprero.ticn from the generat-;mTPose geologic map: 
1. Heavy rock excavation anticipated in the following 

areas: 
(a) About 3/4 mile south of Hollidaysburg. Limestone 

and some sandstone will be encountered on the cut slope near 
or above ditch line 

(b) Dry Gap area, where sandstone will be encountered 
in construction of short-radius curves. 

2. Internal drainage of limestones and sandstones, in area 
of heavy construction, adequate to eliminate hazards of land
slides in fill sections and cut slopes. 

3. Rock footings are near surface at all stream erossings 
except on Frankstown Branch of Juniata River, where rock 
BUpport can probably be reached by piles; detailed investiga
tions needed to determine presence or absence of filled or open 
solution cavities. 


